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Abstract.  The problem of constructing the optimum regression model consist in selection, based on a  proper goal 
function, a sub-set of independent variables (regressors) to be included to the model. A functional of the model 
evaluation is proposed as a criterion for selection the optimum model. The task of constructing the optimum regression 
model is multiextremal and formulated as a task of discrete optimization on a special graph and represents search of 
the shortest path on the graph. The exact method of solving this task is proposed for searching the shortest path. There 
are considered two options for the functional of the model assessment. First option, when the functional depends on the 
model complexity (number of chosen regressors) and the residual of the built regression equation on the whole set of 
statistical data.  Second option, when the functional is defined as a maximal value of the residual sum of squares of  the 
regression model on a part of the set. 

The special attention is paid to consideration of the calculation scheme of the heuristic genetic algorithm for the 
solution this very complex task. The suggested variant of the genetic algorithm belongs to so called «island models». 
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1. Introduction 

 

Construction the optimum regression model is a special task to select from the set of independent variables (regressors) 
a subset for constructing the regression model using the proper function. This is a multiextremal task of the discrete 
optimization. There are no effective algorithms for decision such a task. 

In this article the problem is formulated as a task of discrete optimization on a special graph. The exact method 
of solving this task is proposed as the special task for searching the shortest path on this graph, and also as a heuristic 
method based on the ideas of classical genetic algorithm proposed in the Michigan University by J.H. Holland [1]. 

  

2. The Tasks of Research 
 
 A complex system having  input (independent) variables and one output (dependent) variable 

 is considered to have a stochastic character and given by a sample of n observations. The structures of linear 
regression models with parameters estimated by the least-squares method are generated in the process of identication. 
Some functional of evaluation the model F ( . ) is set as the criterion for selection the optimum model. This functional 
can depend from the model complexity (numbers of the estimated parameters) and/or the disparity of a regression 
equation on some subset of the statistical sample and other parameters of model.  
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For example, let us designate  the coefficients of a regression model found by least-squares method with 
subset of numbers of input variables  and   the “charges” for receiving the statistical information about 
the independent variable value. The following functional of model estimation is considered: 
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Second option, when the functional is defined as a maximal value of the residual sum of squares of the regression model 
on a part of the set. A next criterion to choose regressive model is considered further. Great number of points of 
statistical selection   is broken-down into two parts:  and  , that is typical for GMDH [3].  On the 

first part of selection   a regressive model is built,  and the  value of functional of  estimation of the built model is 

calculated on the second  part : 
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where   –  part from the great number of numbers of independent variables  , and is 

 -  part of input variables  which a regressive model is built on. The  value to functional (2) is calculated as a 
maximal  value to the square of differences between the statistical    values of  input variable 
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model on all observations of  values of input variables of   . 1X
It is necessary to select such a subset of variables from the whole set of input variables 

 when the regression model built on the basis of this subset produce the optimum (minimum 
or maximum) of a given functional of model estimation F( . ). We determine the optimum model as the proper 
regression model which contains only the variables (regressors) from the chosen subset. 
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3. The Task Solving 
 
3.1. The exact solving methods  
 
It is proposed to formulate and solve the task of selection the optimum regression model as a task of discrete 
optimization with Boolean variables on special graph  [4]. The set ),( UI I  of the graph nodes is formed in such a 
way. The graph node i  is set in accordance with any independent variable )...,,1( mixi = . Two other nodes are 
added: the node  (zero) and the node . The set of arcs U  of the graph is built as follows. The node  is linked 
to every node  (  and arc  . Further, every node i  is connected with every node , arc  .  

0 1+m 0
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It is considered that a node ),,1( miIi L=∈  corresponds to the situation when an independent variable  is 
included into regression model. So, any variant of construction of regression model corresponds to the path from the 
node  to the node . The “length” of every such path 

ix

0 1+m μ  corresponds to the value of the estimation functional of 
the proper model F( . ). The initial task of construction of optimum regression model (task of selection subset of 
regressors) reduces to finding the shortest path from the node  to the  node 0 1+m  on the graph .  ),( UI

 Graph  allows to organize the searching variants for selection the optimum regression model 
consistently by an economical procedure. Finding the shortest path on the built graph  gives the solution of 
basic tasks of selection the optimum regression model.  

),( UI
),( UI

In the article we consider two variants of exact solving methods of the task of construction the optimum 
regression model as a task of finding the shortest path on the proper graph. Finding the shortest path on the graph is 
carried out by the procedure of successive labeling of nodes of this graph by the special marks with elimination of 
unpromising variants out on a stage of construction of variants.  In the first variant the functional of selection the 
regression model includes both the measure of complexity of model and squares of its discrepancy. The second variant 
means the solving a minmax problem of discrete optimization with the sample partition into two parts, as it is typical for 
GMDH.  
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 3.2. The genetic algorithm of the task solving 
 
The genetic algorithm of decision short cut search task is offered  on a graph  as a method of  decision of task of 
construction of optimum regression model, based on  the ideas of classic genetic algorithm  [1,2]. According to the 
terminology and definitions of the genetic algorithms theory, every path from the node  to the node 

),( UI

0 1+m  on graph 
 (that is variant of solving the regression model selection), which the Boolean vector of dimension corresponds 

to, is the chromosome of proper population  and every element of this Boolean vector is the gene of this chromosome. 
An element (the gene) of this vector takes the value 1 if this path passes through the node which corresponds to the 
variable  and 0 other wise.  
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ix
We will define the function of adaptability P( μ ) for every chromosome μ  on the basis of the special goal 

function F( . ) of all the chromosomes of population as the following: 
 

P( μ ) = F( μ  )/ (SUM F( . ) – F( μ )),                                                                  (3) 

where SUM F( . ) is an operator of summing for all the chromosomes of population. 
It is possible to proof that if some genotype (chromosome) corresponds to a local (global) optimum for the 

basic task of selection the optimum regression model (for the special goal function F( . )) then this genotype 
(chromosomes) gives the local (global) optimum for the adjustment function P( . ) also and vice versa. And also if μ 1 
and μ 2 are the chromosomes of proper population and F( μ 1) < F( μ 2) then F( μ 1)/ F( μ 2) < P ( μ 1) / P ( μ 2).  

We will define that population of type - this great number of chromosomes (paths from a node   in 

node  )),  which necessarily contain node with a number  (that is variable of ), and also some nodes, 

number of  which more than .Thus, the common great number of population is broken down m   parts ( m  types of 
population),  which do not intersect and in a  sum give the great number of  general population. It means that in a graph  

 are selected    partial graphs  , 
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graph  ,  = . And  -  part of arcs from the great number of arcs U  of  graph , 
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from node 0  in node 1+m  (it necessarily passes through node with the number k ) and there is  population (a 
chromosome) of type  , which is appropriate which is appropriate decision ( which necessarily  includes a variable 

) for the basic task  of choice of optimum regressive model.  
k

kx
The offered genetic method  is an iterative algorithmic process. Lets describe iteration  (t ,...2,1=t ) 

calculation process of this algorithm . After  implementation of  previous iteration 1−t , for implementation of iteration 
 we have the great numbers of population  of types: t m )1(),...,1(),...,1(),1( 21 −−−− tWtWtWtW mk .  

In the offered models of genetic algorithm the procedure of constructions of initial great number of population 
of type    ( ) is important. Great numbers of population  for 

realization of first iteration   are determined by the proper procedure of  determination of these  initial great 

numbers,  which is carried out by the special variant of method marks [5] on partial graphs  , with the use 
of  probable sensors for „equalizing” of variants of decisions (chromosomes) for these great numbers [6]. 
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STEP І (Large cycle). 

Choice of the type of population k  ),...,1( mk = . The population k is the set of chromosomes (paths) which 
necessarily contain a node (variable) with the numbers  and larger than . k k

 
STEP ІІ (Small cycle).  

Step 1. Presentation for  iteration t  of calculation genetic process of great number   of population  

of type , which contains    persons (chromosomes). Calculation of values of the goal function  F( . ) and the 

function of adaptability P( . ) for populations (chromosomes) from the great number . 

)1( −tWk

k kN
)0(kW

Step 2. Choice of „parents”  from the great number )1( −tWk  of populations  (chromosomes)  of type   on 
the basis of combination of two principles: near and distant „cognation”.  Under „cognation” of chromosomes „parents” 

k
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means distance between the  members of population in the  value of measure Hamming (hamming distance) between 
the sets (by the vectors of Boolean variables) of chromosomes „parents”.  

Step 3. The crossing over pairs of chromosomes of “parents” for the generation of chromosomes of 
“posterity’s”. 

Step 4. Calculation of values of the goal function F( . ) and the function of adaptability P( . ) for the 
chromosomes of “posterity’s”. 

Step 5. Excepting the procedure of mutation for the chromosomes of “posterity’s” for the generation of 
“mutants” chromosomes.  

Step 6. Calculation of values of goal function F( . ) and function of adaptability P( . ) for the “mutants” 
chromosomes. 

Step 7. Checking end of process of calculating of the procedures of “crossing over pairs” and iteration pf the 
type K. 

Step 8 Conducting of the procedure of migration between by the great numbers of population of type   and 
other types. 

k

Step 9. Calculation for chromosomes „migrants” of function having a special purpose  and function of 
adaptability P( . ).  

(.)F

Step 10. Conducting the selection procedure for the generation   of great number  . )(tWk
Step 11. Transition to  begin small cycle for choosing next type of population (with verification of condition 

). If  , we pass to the  large cycle for realization of next   iteration  mk ≤ mk = )1( +t . 
The model of genetic algorithm offered above is a so called „island model” [7], in   which the general great 

number of population is broken down into several different parts (islands) of types of population. Each of these   parts 
of general great number of population will separately develop on the basis of  a genetic algorithm. The proper procedure 
of migration will take place between them . The ”island„ model  allows to start a genetic algorithm at once several times 
for the best  global decision.  

 
4. Conclusion 

 
1. Presentation of task  of search of optimum regression model on special graph  allows the task of discrete 

optimization effectively to use the tool of technology of search of short  cut on this graph. 
2. Methods of the exact solving the task of construction of optimum regression model are effective for not 

large values of the whole set of variables (regressors) .  m
3. For arbitrary numbers of primary variables (regressors) , including the enough large number, a special 

heuristic method is offered. The proposed genetic algorithm of solving the task of selection the optimum regression 
model does not guarantee the exact solution but gives an enough satisfactory one. 

m

4. The offered genetic algorithm of decision  of task  of construction of optimum regression model from the 
class of so called «island models»  allows effectively to decide  the general global task of optimization by 
decomposition  of calculation process of its decision into process of decision of separate local tasks. 
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